In this paper, we present nmtpy, a flexible Python toolkit based on Theano for training Neural Machine Translation and other neural sequence-to-sequence architectures. nmtpy decouples the specification of a network from the training and inference utilities to simplify the addition of a new architecture and reduce the amount of boilerplate code to be written. nmtpy has been used for LIUM's top-ranked submissions to WMT Multimodal Machine Translation and News Translation tasks in 2016 and 2017. 1 https://github.com/nyu-dl/dl4mt-tutorial 2 https://github.com/lium-lst/nmtpy
Introduction
nmtpy is a refactored, extended and Python 3 only version of dl4mt-tutorial 1 , a Theano (Theano Development Team, 2016) implementation of attentive Neural Machine Translation (NMT) (Bahdanau et al., 2014) . The development of nmtpy project which has been open-sourced 2 under MIT license in March 2017, started in March 2016 as an effort to adapt dl4mt-tutorial to multimodal translation models. nmtpy has now become a powerful toolkit where adding a new model is as simple as deriving from an abstract base class, implementing a set of its methods and writing a custom data iterator if necessary. The training and inference utilities are as model-agnostic as possible allowing one to use them for different sequence generation networks such as multimodal NMT and image captioning to name a few.
Other prominent toolkits in the field are OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017) , Neural Monkey (Helcl and Libovický, 2017) and Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) . While nmtpy and Nematus share the same dl4mt-tutorial codebase, the flexibility and the rich set of architectures (Section 3) are what differentiate our toolkit from Nematus. Both Open-NMT and Nematus are solely focused on translation by providing feature-rich but monolithic NMT implementations. Neural Monkey which is based on TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) , provides a more generic sequence-to-sequence learning framework similar to nmtpy.
Design
In this section we first give an overview of a typical NMT training session in nmtpy and the design of the translation utility nmt-translate. We then describe the configuration file format, explain how to define new architectures and finally introduce the basic deep learning elements and techniques provided by nmtpy. A more detailed tutorial about training an NMT model is available on Github 3 .
Training
A training experiment (Figure 1) is launched by providing an INI-style experiment configuration file to nmt-train (Listing 1). nmt-train then automatically selects a free GPU, sets the seed for NumPy and Theano random number generators, constructs an informative filename for log files and model checkpoints and finally instantiates a Python object of type "model_type" given through the configuration file. The tasks of data loading, weight initialization and graph construction are all delegated to this model instance. 
Translation
nmt-translate performs translation decoding using a beam-search implementation that supports single and ensemble decoding for both monomodal and multimodal translation models (Listing 2).
Since the number of CPUs in a single machine is 2x-4x higher than the number of GPUs and we mainly reserve the GPUs for training, nmt-translate makes use of CPU workers for maximum efficiency. More specifically, each worker receives a model instance (or instances when ensembling) and performs the beam-search on samples that it continuously fetches from a shared queue filled by the master process. One thing to note for parallel CPU decoding is that if the installed NumPy is linked against a BLAS implementation with threading support enabled (as in the case with Anaconda & Intel MKL), each spawned process attempts to use all available threads in the machine leading to a resource conflict. In order for nmt-translate to benefit correctly from parallelism, the number of threads per process should thus be limited to one 4 . The impact of this setting and the overall decoding speed in terms of words/sec (wps) are reported in Table 1 
Configuration
Each nmtpy experiment is defined with an INI-style configuration file that has four mandatory sections, namely [ Each section may contain a number of options in key:value format where the value can be built-in Python data types like integer, float, boolean, string, list, etc. Paths starting with a tilde are automatically expanded to $HOME folder.
The options defined in the [training] section are consumed by nmt-train while the ones in the [model.*] sections are automatically passed to the model instance (specifically, to its __init__() method) created by nmt-train. This allows one to add a new key:value option to the configuration file and access it automatically from the model instance.
Any option defined in the configuration file can be overridden through the command line by passing new key:value pair as the last argument to nmt-train (Listing 1). The common defaults defined in nmtpy/defaults.py are shortly described in Table 2 . A complete configuration example is provided in Appendix A.
Defining New Architectures
A new architecture can be defined by creating a new file (i.e. my_amazing_nmt.py) under nmtpy/models, defining a new Model class derived from BaseModel and implementing 5 the set of methods detailed below:
• __init__(): Instantiates a model. Keyword arguments can be used to gather model specific options from the configuration file. 
Building Blocks
Initialization Weight initialization is governed by the weight_init option and supports Xavier (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) , He (He et al., 2015) , orthogonal (Saxe et al., 2013) and random normal initializations.
Regularization An inverse-mode (the magnitudes are scaled during training instead of testing) dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) can be applied over any tensor. L 2 weight regularization with a scalar factor given by decay_c option is also provided. The seed for Theano and NumPy RNGs. Absolute difference of early-stopping metric that will be taken into account as an improvement. Save 4 best models on-disk based on validation metric for further ensembling.
Option Value Description
[model] options weight_init xavier/he/<float> Weight initialization method or a <float> to define the scale of random normal distribution. Layers Feed-forward layer, highway layer (Srivastava et al., 2015) , Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014) Conditional GRU (CGRU) (Firat and Cho, 2016) and Multimodal CGRU (Caglayan et al., 2016a,b) are currently available for architecture design. Layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) , a method that adaptively learns to scale and shift the incoming activations of a neuron is available for GRU and CGRU blocks.
Iteration Parallel and monolingual text iterators with compressed (.gz, .bz2, .xz) file support are available under the names TextIterator and BiTextIterator. Additionally, the multimodal WMTIterator allows using image features and source/target sentences at the same time for multimodal NMT (Section 3.3 ). An efficient target length based batch sorting is available with the option shuffle_mode:trglen.
Training nmtpy provides Theano implementations of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and its adaptive variants RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) , Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to optimize the weights of the trained network. A preliminary support for gradient noise (Neelakantan et al., 2015) is available for Adam. Gradient norm clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013) is enabled by default with a threshold of 5 to avoid exploding gradients. Although the provided architectures all use the cross-entropy objective by their nature, any arbitrary differentiable objective function can be used since the training loop is agnostic to the architecture being trained.
Post-processing All decoded translations will be post-processed if filter option is given in the configuration file. This is useful in the case where one would like to compute automatic metrics on surface forms instead of segmented. Currently available filters are bpe and compound for cleaning subword BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) and German compound-splitting (Sennrich and Haddow, 2015) respectively.
Metrics nmt-train performs a patience based early-stopping using either validation perplexity or one of the automatic metric wrappers i.e. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) or METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) . These metrics are also available for nmt-translate to immediately score the produced hypotheses. Other metrics can be easily added and made available as early-stopping metrics.
Architectures

Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
The NMT architecture (attention) is based on dl4mt-tutorial which differs from Bahdanau et al. (2014) in the following major aspects:
• The decoder is CGRU (Firat and Cho, 2016) which consists of two GRU interleaved with attention mechanism, • The hidden state of the decoder is initialized with a non-linear transformation applied to mean bi-directional encoder state instead of last one, • Maxout (Goodfellow et al., 2013) layer before the softmax operation is removed.
Option Value(s) (default) Description
init_cgru zero (text) Initializes CGRU with zero instead of mean encoder state . tied_emb 2way/3way (False) Allows 2way and 3way sharing of embeddings in the network (Inan et al., 2016; Press and Wolf, 2016) . shuffle_mode simple (trglen)
Switch between simple and target-length ordered shuffling. layer_norm bool (False) Enable/disable layer normalization for GRU encoder. simple_output bool (False)
Condition target probability only on decoder's hidden state . n_enc_layers int (1) Number of unidirectional encoders to stack on top of the bi-directional encoder. emb_dropout float (0) Rate of dropout applied on source embeddings. ctx_dropout float (0) Rate of dropout applied on source encoder states. out_dropout float (0) Rate of dropout applied on pre-softmax activations. The final NMT architecture offers many new options which are shortly explained in Table 3 . We also provide a set of auxiliary tools which are useful for pre-processing and post-training tasks (Table 4 ).
Tool Description
nmt-bpe-* Clone of subword utilities for BPE processing (Sennrich et al., 2016) . nmt-build-dict Generates .pkl vocabulary files from corpora prior to training.
nmt-rescore Rescores n-best hypotheses with single/ensemble of models on GPU. nmt-coco-metrics Computes several metrics using MSCOCO evaluation tools (Chen et al., 2015) .
nmt-extract Extracts and saves weights from a trained model instance. 
Factored NMT (FNMT)
Factored NMT (FNMT) is an extension of NMT which generates two output symbols (García-Martínez et al., 2016) . In contrast to multi-task architectures, FNMT outputs share the same recurrence and output symbols are generated in a synchronous fashion. Two variants which differ in how they handle the output layer are currently available: (attention_factors) where the lemma and factor embeddings are concatenated to form a single feedback embedding and (attention_factors_seplogits) where the output path for lemmas and factors are kept separate with different presoftmax transformations applied for specialization.
Multimodal NMT (MNMT)
We provide several multimodal architectures where the probability of a target word is estimated given source sentence representations and visual features: (1) Fusion architectures (Caglayan et al., 2016a,b) extend monomodal CGRU into a multimodal one where a multimodal attention is applied over textual and visual features, (2) MNMT architectures based on global features make use of fixed-width visual features to ground NMT with visual informations .
Other
• A GRU-based reimplementation (img2txt) of Show, Attend and Tell image captioning architecture (Xu et al., 2015) , • A GRU-based language model architecture (rnnlm) to train recurrent language models. nmt-test-lm is the inference utility for perplexity computation of a corpus using a trained checkpoint. We present our submitted nmtpy systems for Multimodal Translation (MMT) and News Translation tasks of WMT17 (Table 5 ). For MMT, state-of-the-art results are obtained by our systems (Caglayan et al., 2017) 6 in both En→De and En→Fr tracks (Elliott et al., 2017) . In the context of news translation task, our post-deadline En→Tr NMT system surpassed the official winner by 1.6 BLEU.
Results
System MMT
We also trained a monomodal NMT for WMT17 MMT En→De track with Nematus using hyper-parameters very similar to our submitted NMT architecture and found that the results are comparable for BLEU and slightly better for nmtpy in terms of METEOR (Table 6 ).
Conclusion
We have presented nmtpy, an open-source sequence-to-sequence framework based on dl4mt-tutorial and refined in many ways to ease the task of integrating new architectures. The toolkit has been internally used in our team for tasks ranging from monomodal, multimodal and factored NMT to image captioning and language modeling to achieve top-ranked campaign results and state-of-the-art performance.
